
By the power of thought? professional and public dilemmas facing 
economists
János Kornai

This is an edited version of a lecture the author gave on five issues to do with the 
position of economics, above all the research and teaching situation in Hungary. The 
questions cover 1. the chosen language of economics (mathematics versus prose); 
2. the research strategy employed (the hedgehog/fox metaphor, Isaiah Berlin, 1953); 
3. inside and outside the mainstream; 4. inside and outside politics; 5. the dilemmas 
involved in an advisory role. All these feature among the most prevalent issues for 
economists. Authors pledged to their profession and society not only present their 
own principles of research, they list also the alternative principles tolerable to them.

Forensic economics
Pál Valentiny 

Forensic economics has received in recent years the recognition of a JEL code in the 
economics profession. This paper sets out to clarify the concept behind this field by 
presenting the changes in relations to do with the development of market and cor-
porate theory. It follows the examinations and procedures in this that appear in the 
relations between law and economics, lawyers and economists, and deals finally with 
the question of whether forensic economics exists at all.

Reindustrialization in Central and Eastern Europe: reviving  
the core and periphery division of labour?
Benedek Nagy, Beáta Udvari and Imre Lengyel 

Recently reindustrialization has gained attention in developed countries as an eco-
nomic-policy response, in part to the crisis of 2008, and in part to the technological 
transformation related to the fourth industrial revolution and structural change. This 
study examines whether the EU member-states are undergoing reindustrialization, 
and whether the processes of structural change resemble each other in the 15 older 
and 10 new post-socialist member states, highlighting the processes in Hungary. The 
basis for the analysis of reindustrialization is the change in gross value added and the 
number of employees in manufacturing in the period between 2000 and 2016. The 
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data show that Western Europe is still marked by a process of de-industrialization; 
while some Central and Eastern European countries show an asymmetric reindus-
trialization in parallel with declining employment. The evolution of the manufactur-
ing sector in Hungary resembles more closely what is being experienced in the EU15 
countries, rather than the PS10 countries. 

After the effects of Industry 4.0: an analysis of the Hungarian 
vehicle industry
Dávid Losonci, Olga Takács and Krisztina Demeter 

The empirical research presented goes beyond successful cases to assess digital tran-
sition in manufacturing sectors in Hungary, based on Industry 4.0-related financial 
performance measures. To find the sector in Industry 4.0 that has matured most, the 
authors propose a manufacturing maturity index that relies on 12 technology-related 
indicators sourced from a dataset managed by the European Commission. The results 
put the electronics and vehicle group as the ones to have matured most in Hungary. 
From this group the authors selected the vehicle sector as a leader in digital transi-
tion and established a panel dataset of 176 firms between 2013 and 2016. Based on 
these results, firms in the vehicle sector are committed to process innovation and 
marked by automation (value added/capital employed ratio decreasing). The short-
term conclusion is that faster technology transfer by foreign multinationals should 
be encouraged, to gain greater access to knowledge and experience developed in 
West European countries. Yet opportunities to increase the value-added content of 
manufacturing are limited, as they depend mainly on actual position in the global 
value chain. To upgrade the position of firms in Hungary will mean overcoming the 
process- innovation approach of Industry 4.0 and improving firms’ capacity to absorb 
innovations in product/service and business models.


